Flat projection displays promise the convenience of a flat panel with the low manufacturing costs of projection. The displays can be made by pointing a video projector into the thick end of a wedge-shaped piece of glass or acrylic, but it is important that the projected image be undistorted. It is shown here that paraxial wedge projection is linear, so that the projection lens can be designed using conventional lens shapes and combinations.
Introduction
Rear screen projection holds a significant fraction of the market for large screen television but may come to be challenged by plasma display panels and liquid crystal displays unless the thickness of rear screen projection displays is considerably reduced. Slight reductions in thickness have been achieved by using Fresnel lenses with particularly short focal lengths, but the returns on this approach are limited. A laminate of slab waveguides permits a more significant reduction in thickness [5] , however a sophisticated projection lens is required in order to magnify by the projection ratio in one dimension but act as a relay lens in the other.
Edge projection into a wedge-shaped slab of glass or plastic has recently been introduced as a way of enabling an order of magnitude reduction in thickness versus conventional rear screen projection [4] . If a ray is injected into the thick end of the wedge, then it will propagate by total internal reflection towards the thin end. Each time the ray reflects off one face of the wedge, its angle relative to the normal of the opposite face reduces. Eventually the critical angle is reached, and with appropriate anti-reflection coating [6] , the ray will emerge. It is convenient that the encoding of pixel intensity versus angle needed to produce an image within a wedge is just that produced by a video projector. However, while the shape of the wedge has the effect of stretching the injected image along the wedge axis, the injected image must also be expanded orthogonal to the wedge axis in order to get magnification in both dimensions. If thought desirable, the expansion region itself can be folded so that the video projector is at the centre of the base of the screen, and the shape of the video projector could in principle be altered so as to conform to the base of the screen. One of the limits on the size of video projectors is the need for a substantial heat sink, and there is no reason why a slim heat sink should not be mounted behind the wedge in order to allow further reductions in the size of the video projector. The result is a compact, flat screen projection display.
Magnification through the wedge is different from conventional projection, so the question arises of whether wedge magnification is linear, and whether the factor of magnification parallel to the wedge axis is different to that in the orthogonal dimension.
Ray-Tracing
The expansion region must be long enough to allow rays to fan out, but not so long that it cannot fold behind the wedge. If the length of the expansion region is made equal to that of the image region, then pixels at the tip of the wedge will be twice as far from the video projector as those at the beginning of the image region. In these circumstances, a crude analysis might suggest that pixels at the tip of the wedge will be twice the size of those at the beginning of the image region. However rays which travel to the beginning of the image region travel at a large angle to the plane of the wedge so that their optical path length is significantly greater than the length of the expansion region. This increased optical path length must be taken into account for an accurate analysis, and the conventional way to do this is to trace rays through the system.
The tracing of multiple reflections of a ray through a single wedge is laborious, and many ray-tracing algorithms can either not perform the task, or perform it slowly. The problem is not only that there are many interactions between each ray and the sides of the wedge, but also that the task is non-sequential: i.e. the algorithm is not told the sequence of surfaces with which the ray interacts (as with conventional lens design) but must work out this sequence itself by testing the ray against each of the objects in the system every time the ray alters direction. While apparently simple, the task turns out to be computationally intensive and even those algorithms which can trace nonsequential rays perform optimisation slowly, if at all. Timing issues aside, computational techniques can obscure some of the underlying simplicities of wedge projection from the designer which are revealed by a geometric analysis.
The wedge/air interface acts as a dielectric mirror and rather than calculate the angle of a ray when reflected off this mirror, it is simpler on paper and optically equivalent to trace the ray straight through the interface and into an image of the wedge reflected in the interface. If the process is repeated each time a ray reflects of either side of the wedge, then the result is a straight ray drawn through a stack of replicas of the wedge, as shown in figure 6 .
Total internal reflection only takes place if a ray is incident at a wedge/air interface at an angle greater than the critical angle, and figure 6 shows that a ray shone into the thick end of the wedge will eventually intersect a replica interface at less than the critical angle. At this point, part of the ray will in reality emerge from the wedge, so the ray should be terminated. A small change in injection angle will cause the ray termination point to move towards the tip of the wedge while staying on the same replica boundary. A larger change of injection angle will however cause the ray to reach the critical angle at which point it will in reality undergo an extra reflection and this is represented diagrammatically by tracing the ray on to the boundary of the next wedge replica. The result is that the image gets broken into a series of bands at right angles to the direction of wedge taper, and a description has already been given [3] of how the bands can be removed in an approximately linear manner by spacing the diffusion screen an appropriate distance from the surface of the wedge. For the purposes of this article, the wedge will be treated as infinitesimally thin so that the macroscopic behavior of projection through the wedge can be derived.
Projection is linear if the factor by which each pixel is magnified is constant. The microdisplay within a simple video projector is coaxial with and perpendicular to the optical axis of the projection lens, so in terms of first order optics, the distance of any pixel from the centre of the axis of projection is proportional to the tangent of ray angle at the entrance to the wedge, as shown in figure 7 . Projection within the wedge will therefore be linear if the distance between the point of ray emergence and the centre of the projected image is proportional to the tangent of ray injection angle. The distance from the tip of the wedge to the point at which the ray emerges is equal to the length X of a line drawn on figure 8 from the wedge tip to the ray termination point, and we wish to find the relationship between X and θ. Figure 8 is now further modified by extending the ray beyond its point of emergence to a point where it intersects at right angles a line drawn from the tip of the wedge. The result is a right-angled triangle whose hypoteneuse is the length of the wedge from base to tip.
Figure 8: Simple trigonometry relates distance from the tip, X, to injection angle, θ
The angle between the ray and the normal to the replica at which the ray terminates is equal to the critical angle, θ c , and by rotating this clockwise through 90 0 we see that the angle between our line of length X and the base of the right-angled triangle is also equal to θ c . It follows that the length of the base of the right-angled triangle is Xcosθ c , and by simple trigonometry: In practice, further improvements to linearity can be made by tilting the microdisplay, taking account of the fact that the wedge cannot taper to a point, and including the higher order effects of a real projection lens. Note that no assumptions have been made about the thickness of the wedge (other than that the wedge is thin), or the angle of taper. Paraxial linearity is a fundamental feature of wedge projection, whatever the dimensions of the wedge. Figure 9 shows a photograph of an unfolded wedge display with the video projector to the left of the image. The diagonal of the projected image is approximately 14", and the wedge is 10 mm thick. The image from an unmodified video projector was coupled into the system by an off-the-shelf axially symmetric lens, and all components in the demonstration are standard optical components except the wedge itself. 
Implications
Besides low cost, wedge projection brings to flat panel displays the many other advantages of projection and it is useful to rehearse what these are. On many of the key display parameters, it is projection which excels over other technologies: resolutions of 8k by 4k [1] , ANSI contrast ratios in excess of 1500:1 and true colour images based on the use of six primary colours [2] have all been achieved using projection.
Screen dimensions can be chosen by the customer instead of the present dilemma between either accepting standard products or paying the substantial costs of getting screens made with unconventional dimensions. Furthermore, screen sizes can be as big as the optical power delivered by the projector will allow, Manufacturers of computer notebooks compete to use displays with the narrowest margin, but with projection there is in principle no need for any margin at all, and with wedge projection it is only the folded side at which a margin is needed. There is also competition to extend the life-time of notebook P.C.'s, and projection is the most efficient of display technologies by a considerable factor. Furthermore, flat projection displays can be plastic, the robustness of which is sought for many small screen applications in order to reduce costly returns.
Projection is environmentally friendly: not only does it consume little power, but the screens can be made out of homogeneous plastic or glass so are easily recycled. Provided that the passage of rays is adiabatic, flat projection displays are flexible and can be curved either parallel or orthogonal to the axis of projection: the thinner the wedge, the smaller the allowable radius of curvature.
Conclusions
Flat panel projection through a transparent wedge is linear according to a paraxial analysis. We have demonstrated the projection through a 10 mm thick plastic wedge of a 14" diagonal image with good linearity in both axes. The demonstration used an unmodified video projector and all the optical components were standard apart from the wedge itself.
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